What people say about the S&M Guide:
"An insightful read. Using humour and a playful style, YMM offers a wealth of information and creative
ways to address the taboo topics of time: Sex and Money. Finally! A new definition of health that includes
sex and wealth.” Dr Sonia Borg, Ph.D, M.P.H., USA Sex Coach, Clinical Sexologist & Best selling author

Larissa's book 'The Bedside guide to S&M: How to have sizzling sex and more money in your relationship',
first caught my eye thanks to the title. A very practical book it covers the two main points of stress in any
relationship - sex and money - in an entertaining, readable and honest way. Larissa doesn't pull punches
and whilst her writing may be too direct for some people, I found her stories and the suggested exercises
to be very useful indeed.
Even if you think you know all there is about sex and money, I highly recommend checking this book out you may just be surprised at what you still have to learn!"Priya Chandra, Canberra ACT

Did your new year’s resolutions include statements like 'I will manage my money better' or 'I will improve
my love life'? Well, have I got the book for you....How to Have Sizzling Sex & More Money in Your
Relationship is a bedside guide to improving your relationship both fiscally & friskily.
Designed to be read with your partner/s it includes tips, activities and useful advice. The author, Your
Money Mistress, is a Dominatrix with a difference, training people in the skills required for a healthy mind
body and wallet.
Banking and bonking are cornerstones of a good relationship and this book will help you to hone your
skills in these important areas. Australian Sex Party Book reviewer

"I wish I had read your book 20 years ago. It's light hearted and doesn’t confuse with detail. I'm glad our
local library saw the sense in buying a copy." KC, Canberra ACT

Hello YMM,
I finished your book last night... and was extremely impressed. You effortlessly jump between helpful
information, kind hearted spiritual 'big picture' thinking and humour! There were times when I was
laughing my ass off... Very endearing humour with funny observations on the common traits of each sex.
Bloody funny...
I was in a 5.5 year relationship in my early 20's and could have used this book! You are completely
adorable in every way I can see. You might be a little out of my league... but you don't lose any love by
sharing hey? Yes you’re cool. Teasing in all the infinite ways... petrol station idea? My god yes. And the
'worshipping' part - that’s how I like to communicate and display the effect the right person can have on
me. Keep it up Ms Zed Zed... you’re special! Stu G, Brisbane QLD

"Well... I’d say that was an interesting read for sure!!! The sex kept me locked in and the tips made sense
in this mad world. I’ll be taking the advice on board both in and out of the bedroom. Can say it will change
the way I think about money from now on. YMM is a fantastic idea and a wonderful help." Stefan W, NSW

